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We present amodular algorithm for computing the greatest common divisor of two polynomials over 
an algebraic number field. Our algorithm is an application f ideas of Brown and Collins. We use 
the Weinberge~-Rothschild omomorphic s heme with e important chaaage that we avoid factorinl~ 
the modular image of the minimal polynomial. We perform a computing time analysis and report, 
some empirical computing times. 
1 In t roduct ion  
Algebraic number algorithms tend to be slow. Euclid's algorithm for computing polynomial greatest 
common divisors (god's) over an algebraic number field is no exception. Even for polynomials over the 
field Q of rational numbers, Euclid's algorithm can incur explosive coefficient growth. A modular algo- 
rithm independently developed by Brown (1971) and Collins (1972) eliminates tile problem of coefficient 
growth in polynomial gcd computation over the rational integers Z. In the present paper we develop a 
modular algorithm for polynomial gcd's over an algebraic number field using the basic ideas of Brown 
and Collins. 
Let a be a real algebraic number and let r be the primitive minimal polyrtomial of (~ over Z. 
Rubald (1974) gave algorithms for arithmetic in the field Q(cr). tie also discussed computing cd's in 
Q(ce)[x]. He described how a generalization f the Brown-Collins method can be used when the following 
assumptions are satisfied: 
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* Z[8] is a unique factorization domain, where 0 is the algebraic integer s (with s the leading 
coefficient of ~b(y)), 
* for infinitely many prime numbers p, r is irreducible modulo p, where ~(y) is the monic irre- 
ducible polynomial over Z satisfied by 8. 
Rubald could not find a way to apply the modular method in the cases where the above assumptions are 
not satisfied, l~ubald also gave an algorithm to compute the gcd of two polynomials over an algebraic 
number field using subresultants. This algorithm uses modular methods to compute a modular epre- 
sentation of the subresultant polynomial remainder sequence (PRS) of the input polynomials considered 
as bi-va~iate integral polynomials. From ~he modular epresentation of this subresultant PRS the degree 
of the gcd over Q(a) is determined, using a partially modular method (a modular algorithm for the 
gcd of univariate integral polynomials i used). Finally the appropriate subresultant, asdetermined by 
the degree, is remaindered with respect o the minimal polynomial using integer arithmetic. Tests done 
by Rubald indicate that his subresultant algorithm is only better than non-modular methods when the 
degree of the ged is relatively small. R.ubald gave a bound for the computational complexity of his 
algorithm. A.K. Lenstra has also studied this problem: he suggests applying the EZGCD algorithm 
(Loos 1982b). S. Landau has derived a bound on the number of bit operations to compute subresultant 
remainder sequence for po]ynomials over algebraic number fields (Landau 1985). In section 5 we compare 
the bound for the algorithm presented in this paper with the bounds given by Rubald and Landau. 
George Collins and Erich Kaltofen suggested to us how to apply the Brown-Collins method to this 
problem in general. Some theory expounded by Weinberger and Rothschild (1976) holds the key. They 
derive a bound on the integer denominators of the factors of a given polynomial over Q(a). Knowing 
such a bound enables us to dispense with Rubald's first assumption. Weinberger and Rothschild show 
how use of the Chinese Remainder Theorem makes the second assumption unnecessary also. 
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Our motivation for seeking the algorithm of the present paper stems from our interest in the cylindrical 
algebraic decomposition (cad) algorithm (see Collins 1975, and Arnon e~ al. 1984). The cad algorithm 
makes essential use of algebraic polynomial god computation. Thus, in order to extend the range of 
applicability of the cad algorithm as far as possible, we must use the most efficient ged algorithm we can 
find. 
We fix some notation that we use throughout the paper. Let f(z) and g(z) be polynomials over a 
commutative ring/~. For 0 < j _< min(deg(f), deg(g)), we denote by Sr (f,g) the j - th  subresultant of
f and g, a polynomial of degree at most j whose coefficients are determinants of certain submatrices 
of the Sylvester matrix of / and g. (see Loos 1982a, Brown and Traub 1971, or Collins 1975, for the 
exact definition). Let pscj(f,g) denote the j-th principal subresultant coefficient of f and g, i.e., the 
coefficient of mJ in S/(/ ,  g). Recall that psc0(f ,g) is just the resultant res(f, g) of f and g. Let discr(/) 
denote the discriminant of f (provided/~ is an integral domain). 
2 Modu lar  A lgor i thm 
Let a 6 C be an algebraic number with minimal polynomial r(y) over Q. Let f(m) and g(z) be non-zero 
polynomials over Q((~). The algorithm of this section computes the greatest common divisor of ](x) and 
g(~). 
We replace ~ by any algebraic integer generating Q(c~). Thus r(y) now has integer coefficients, is
monic and irreducible: hence Z[a] _~ Z[y]/(r(y)). We take the monie associates of f(x) and g(m) over 
Q(cr), clear integer denominators, remove integer contents and replace ](x)  and g(x) by the results. We 
can now apply the following algorithm which we assume has access to a list FI~IMP. of distinct odd primes. 
For certain integers m > 2 the algorithm is to perform modular arithmetic in the ring Z,~ of integers 
modulo rn. We take as the computational model of Zm the set {n E Z] -- m/2 < n < rn/2}. 
9 A lgor i thm GCD 
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9 Inputs" r(y), a monic irreducible polynomial over Z, f(z) and g(z), non-zero polynomials over 
R = Z[y]/(r(y)), with integer leading coefficients a and b. 
9 Output: The associate h(x) of the god of f(x) and g(~) over the quotient field F of /~ which 
has leading coefficient c = gcd(a, b)A, where A = discr(r) (the coefficients of h(z) lie in /~, by 
Lemma 2.1). 
(0) [Initialize.] Set ~ ~-- the empty list. Set P *-- the empty list. 
(1) [Compute bound.] Let k be the degree of h(x). Compute (as described in Section 4) a strict bound 
K for the absolute values of the integer coefficients of h(~), and for the integer R1, where 
/~1 = I res(r(y),  psek(f ,  g))l. 1 
(2) [Compute modular images.] Let p be the next prime number from the list PRIME. 2 If p divides 
either a, b or discr(r), then discard p and begin this tep again. Let F(y) = r(y) modp. Let 
= Zp[y]/(F(y)) and let r : /~ ---+ /~ denote the natural "mod p" homomorphism. (Denote the 
natural extension of r to/~[x] by r also.) Le t / - -  r and ~ = r (Note that deg(fi) = deg(f) 
and deg(~) = deg(g), as p divides neither a nor b, and that ~(y) is quare-free, as pXdiscr(r(y)).) 
(3) [Compute gcd over /~.] Even though /~ is not necessarily an integral domain (as ~(y) may factor 
non-trivially over Zp), one can show that /(z)  and ~(x) have a gcd h*(z) over /~. To do this we 
use the "Chinese l%emaindeF' Isomorphism 
r : ~ .#.1  x ,,. x .~ .  
where ~I(Y), . . . ,  ~(Y) are the distinct, monie irreducible factors of ~(y) over Zp, and ki is the field 
Zp[y]/(~(y)). Denote the natural extension of r to R[x] by r also. We compute the unique gcd 
lln tlfis expression psch (],.q) is regarded a8 an elt. of Z[y]. 
~If the list PRIME is exhausted then stop and report failure. 
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h*(z) of f(~) and if(z) satisfying ~bj(h*) = gcd(~bj(f), ~bj(~)), for 1 _< j ~ t (where the Cj are the 
component functions of r We remark that the degree of h*(~) could be greater than the degree k 
of h(x) (see Corollary 2.3 a.ud Lemrna 2.4 below): ia this c~e, p is called unlucky, (and otherwise 
p is called lucky). In practice we might detect an unlucky prime in the course of the computation 
of h* (~). 
(4) [Compare the degree of h* with that of its predecessors.] Compare the degree h* with the degree 
of the first element h~ of It (if there is one). If deg(h*) > deg(h~) then discard h*(z) and p aad 
return to step 2. If deg(h*) = deg(h~), (or there is no h~) then add h* to the end of H and add p 
to the end of P. If deg(h*) < deg(h~) then reset H to the list containing the single element h* and 
reset P to the list containing the single element p. 
(5) [Test for termination.] Compute the product 7r of primes in P. If ~r < 2K then return to step 2. 
(6) [Chinese Remainder Algorithm.] Let P = (Pl,...,Pn) and let H = (h~ ..... h~). For 1 < i < n let 
c~ = c mod p~. Let k* = deg(h[). Solve the system of congruences. 
h'(~c) ~ Clh~(~) (modpl) 
h'(~) ~ c,~h~(z) (rood p,) 
for element ht(x) E Z~[y, ~] of degree k* using the Chinese P~emainder Algorithm. (In ~he above 
system we regard the h~'(~) and h~(~) as polynomials in Z[y,~]. Thus the polynomial congru- 
ence "U(~) = c~h*(~) (rood p~)" is really a system of integer congruences, one for each intege~ 
coefficient.) Set h(m) +-- h'(m), and exit. D 
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The termination of the Algorithm GCD is established by the following three lemmas and corollary (the 
notation of the algorithm is used): 
We will first consider the leading coefficient of the gcd h(z). Let f(z) and ~(z) be the monic associates 
of I(~) and g(~) over q(~).  Then for a, b e Z, ](z) e ~Z[~][z] and O(z) e ~Z[a][z]. We establish a
lemma on the denominator f the monte gcd tt(~r over Q(a) and the cofattors. 
Lemma 2.Z Let ]( .)  ~ ~Z[~][.] and ~(~) e ~Z[~][x] be ~o~ic. Le~ ~ ~e the (~onie) g~d of] a~d 
over q(o 0. Then fz(x) e ~Z[a][x], where c = gcd(a, b)A. Moreover ~he cofactors ] = ] /h and ~ = ~/h 
_Proof. This resul~ follows from Lemma 7.1 of Weinberger and Rothschild (1976), together with their 
observation that the ring of algebraic integers of Q(a) is contained in ~Z[a]. t:] 
Lemma 2.2 Let p be a prime such thai p divides neither a, b nor discr(r), Then r divides h* in 
/~[~] (wi~h notation as in steps 2 and 3 of r algorithm). 
Proof. Let ] = ~f, j ----- ~g, and let h he the (monic) gcd of ] and j over the quotient field F of R. Let 
fl = ] /h  and ~ -- ~/fz. Then by Lemma 2.1, h e 89 ] e ~-~/~[z] and ~ E ~-~/~[z]. Hence 
(caA)] = (ch) (aA/) =~ car  = h] 
(cbA)~ = (cs (bA~) =~ tAg = h~, 
where ] and ~ are the polynomials oaf  and bA~ (respectively) in R[x]. Applying r we obtain 
r = r162 
r = r162 
Thus, as r is a unit of /~ (as p X a, b, discr(r(y)) 1, r is a common divisor of f and ~ over /~. 
Hence r divides h* in/~[x]. O 
The leading coefficiertt of r is a unit of ~. Hence we obtain at once: 
Corol lary 2.3 With the hypothesis and no~ation of Lemma ~.~, deg(h*) >_ k. 
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Thus, i fp  is lucky, then deg(h*) = ~. 
Lamina  2.4 Let p be a prime such that p divides neither a, b nor discr(r). Then dug(h*) > k if  and 
only if p divides the non-zero integer R1 = res(r(y),psc~(f,g)) (wi~h notation as i~ steps I, P and 3 of 
neD). 
Proof. Now R1 # 0 because r(y) and ps%(f,g) have no common divisor of positive degree in Z[y] (as 
Now pln~ .=~ r = 0 o~ (r # 0 ~a ros(~(v),r = 0) )8 
f(y) and r g)) have a common divisor in Zp[y] of positive degree 
r ~](y)]c.b(ps%(f,g)) in Z~[y], for some j ,  I _<j _<t. 
(r162 =---0, for some j ,  1 <_j<t  
r ps%(r162 = 0, for some j, 1 _< j < t 
,=~ deg gcd(r162 > k, for some j (as also psc~(r162 =0 for all i < k) 
by the Fundamental Theorem of polynomial remainder sequence~, (Lo0s 1982a) 
~==k deg(h*) > k. [3 
Thus the number of unlucky primes is finite. The following lernma says that when p is lucky~ ~b(c)h* is 
a bona fide image of the desired gcd h. 
Lemma 2,5 Zet p be a prime such that p divides neither a, b nor diser(r). I f  p is lucky then r = 
r (using ~he notation of steps 2 and 3), 
~In this expression 4~(psck (f, g)) is regarded_ as en elt. of Zp[y]. 
r(y) is irreducible). 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2, h* = q~(h), for some q E/~[z]. As p does not divide c, the leading coefficient cf 
r is r a unit of R. ~Iertce 
deg(h*) = deg(q) + deg(r 
Hence, as p is lucky, deg(q) = 0. Moreover, as p is lucky, h* is moaic (because deg(gcd(r Cj(~))) = k, 
for all j ,  1 < j _< t). Kence 1 = qr completing the proof, o 
We now establish ~he correctness of Algorithm GCD. In the following we use the notation of step 6. 
Assume that the algorithm executes tep 6. Then 
~r---pl .. 'Pn > 2K. 
Now Pl , . . .  ,Pn are either all lucky or all unlucky. But if ply. . .  ~p, are all unlucky, then by Lemma 2.4 
v divides the non-zero integer R1 = res(r(y),ps%(f,g)), (as the p~ are distinct). Hence r < 2I(', a 
contradiction. Therefore p~,.. . ,p~ are all lucky. We must prove that hi(x) = h(z). As I( is a strict 
bound for the absolute values of the integer coefficients of h(~), h(x) e Z~K[y,z]. Itence, as 2K _< 7r, 
h(z) E Zr[y,z]. By Lemma 23 mid the Chinese lZemainder Theorem, h'(~) = h(z). The proof of 
correctness of klgoriflhm GCD is complete. 
3 Ref inements  to  A lgor i thm 
In this section we present wo refinements hat can be made to Algorithm GCD of section 2. The first 
refinement is a simplification of the gcd computation over 2~ in step 3. The second is the replacement of
the termination test using the a priori bound K by a trial division method. 
Some notation first: let ]~(x) and f2(z) be non-zero polynomials over a field s with deg(f~) _> 
dog(f2), and let fl, f~, f3 . . . . .  fl-I, f~ be the polynomial remainde~ sequence over F computed by Euclid's 
algorithm, where the monic associate off i  is the gcd of fl and f2. Where n~ = dog(f0, for 1 _< i < I, 
nl,n2~... ,at is called the degree sequence of fl and f2 over F. For 0 _< j _< f12, recall that Si(fl,f2) 
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denotes the j-th subresultant of fl and f2, a polynomial of degree at most j. Let lscj(fl, f2) denote the 
le~dlng (sub~esultant) coefficient of Ss(f~, f~) if Sj (f~, f~) # O, and ~e~o therwise. Thus l ~j(f~, f~)is 
in general different from the j-th priaclpM subresultant coefficient psc/(fl, f2) (the coefficient of z i in 
S j ( f l ,  f2)): pscj(fl, f2) could vanish, while lscj (fl, f2) could be non-zero. By the Fundamental Theorem 
of PlZS's lsc,~,_,_l(f~, f2) # 0 for all i, 3 < i < I. 
In the following we use the notation of Algorithm GCD. In step 3 we prescribe the computation of the 
gcd of f(x) and .~(x) over /~ using the Chinese Remainder :Isomorphism r :/~ -+ ~1 •  x ]~t. A simpler 
alternative is to try to compute this gcd within 1~[~] using Euclid's algorithm. Assume deg(f) >_. deg(g). 
Now the leading coefficient of ~(z) (vix. r is a unit of/~. Hence one can divide f(z) by ~(z) to find 
q(~) and s(z) in/~[z] such that 
/(~) = ~(~)q(~) + 8(~), 
with deg(s) < de~(g). Now s(~) may or m~y not have an invertible leading coefficient. If not, we are 
stuck, but if so we can divide ~(x) by s(z), as in Euclid'e algorithm, We will show thatj for ~11 but a 
finite number of primes p it is possible to car~y the ~r of divisions in/~[x] all the way down to the 
gcd, 
Clearly, it is possible to carry the sequence of division in/~[z] all the way down to the gcd exactly when 
the degree sequence of Cj (]) and Cj (~) over /~j is the same for each j, 1 _< j _< ~ (that is, independent 
of j), where r is the j-th componen~ of r Cj : R --,/~j. The following lemma and theorem give a 
sufficient condition for this to happen. 
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Lemma 3.1 Let the degree sequence o f f ( r )  and g(x) over the quotient field F of R be nl,  n2 , . . . ,  nl = k, 
where nl = deg(f) > n2 = deg(g). Let p be a prime such ~hat p X a, b, discr(r). For 3 < i < l, let 
= res(r (y) , l~c. ,_~_ l ( f ,  g)), 
a non-zero integer. Then 
p iT /~ (~bjr . . . .  - l ( f ,  g)) = 0, for some j ,  1 < j < t. 
The proof is as in the proof of Lemma ~.4. 
Theorem 3.2 Let the degree sequence of f ( z )  and g(z) over F be n l ,n2 , . . . ,n t  = k, where n 1 = 
deg(f) _> n2 = deg(g). Let p be a prime such that p divides neither a, b nor discr(r). Suppose that p 
does not divide ghe non-zero integer Ti defined in the previous lemma, for all i, 3 < i < I. Then the 
degree sequence ofe j ( f i )  and ej(ff) over ~ j  is the same for each j ,  1 < j < t (in faeZ i~ is n l , . . .  ,nt). 
Proof. Let 1 < j < t. Let r l ,  r2 , . . . ,  rm be the degree sequence of ej  ( f )  and ej  (~) over/~j Then nl = rz 
and n2 = r ;  as pXa, b. Let 3 < i < rain(/, m). Assume that nl  = r l , . . . ,  n i -z  = ri-1. Then 
nl = degSni_ ,_ l ( f ,g)  by the Fundamental Theorem of PRS's. 
= deg(r162 by Lemma 3.1, as p~/Ti 
= degSn,_~-~(r162 as p}[a, b. 
= d~gS~,_~-~(r162 as n~_~ = ~_~ 
= r~ by the Fundamental Theorem of PRS's. 
Hence we have n~ = ri for 1 < i < rain(l, m). Suppose m < I. Then 
( r162 = s .~_~(r162  
= s~._~(r162 as ~r~ = r~ 
= 0 by the Fundamental Theorem of PRS's. 
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It follows that (r g)) = 0. Hence, by Lemma 3.1, p[T,~+~, contradicting an hypothesis. 
Suppose l < m. then rrn < rl ~- nl --- k. Therefore S~( ] ,g )  = 0, by the Fundamental Theorem of 
PRS's. Hence Sr.~(r ej(g))  = 0, contradicting the Fundamental Theorem. We conclude that 1 -- m. 
Our simplification to step 3 of GCD consists then in attempting to compute a complete polynomial 
remainder sequence in/~[x] using Euclid's algorithm: should the attempt fail, in case some remainder has 
a non-invertible ading coefficient, then we must go back to step 2 and try another prime. Theorem 3.2 
says that such an attempt will fail for only finitely many primes. 
Our second refinement to GCD is to use an alternative termination test. In place of the a priori 
bound method (step 5) we can use a trial division method~ together with an iterative algorithm for the 
Chinese Remainder Theorem. In~te~d of retaining the list P of primes processed with minimal degrees so
farm and the corresponding list H, we can just retain the product ~ of such primes, and a corresponding 
polynomial Tt(z) E Z~[y, z] congruent to r (z), for each such prime. After a new prime is processed, 
yielding a new h*, if deg(h*) = tied(h) then the Chinese Remainder Algorithm is applied, yielding say 
h'(~) E Z~p[y, z]. If h' = h then t;rial divisions over R of f (x)  and g(x) by h'(z) are performed. We notice 
by the proof of Lemma 2.2 that if h'(~) is the correct gcd the quotients cAf(~)/h~(x) and eAg(x)/h~(~) 
both lie in R[z] so Che trial divisions can be performed over the ring R, and not over the quotient field. 
If h~(x) is a common divisor of f (x)  and g(z) then h(x) = h'(z), otherwise another prime is processed. 
GCD generally processes fewer primes using this trial division method in place of the a priori bound 
method. 
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4 Bounds  
We will establish bounds that are required to determine the number of primes used by the algorithm. We 
will also use the bounds to determine an upper bound for the number of unlucky primes. The bounds will 
thus enable us to analyze the complexity of the refined modular algorithm. We will follow a presentation 
given by Lenstra (1982). 
r/2--1 We will need some definitions: Let ,v be an algebraic integer and let r(y) ----- ym + ~j=0 PJYJ, where 
P1 E Z, be the (monic) minimal polynomial of a. Let m be the degree of r(y). Let the norm I[fl[[ of 
an algebraic number field element fl ~ Q(c0, where fl = ~-~=~1 bia l  be the maximum absolute value 
of all its conjugates, regarded as elements of C. Thus [ l~l l  .~ .~-1  , = max =t [ Y~=0blcrj [, where bi 6 Q, and 
ar are the conjugates of a, and a = =1. Consider a polynomial if(z) C Q(a)[z], f~(z) = F_d'=o .f[ z/, 
where f [e  Q(a), and/ [  m-1 = Ej=o flj ad, where f l j  e q. Define IIf'@)ll=, the Euclidean orm of f'(a:), 
,~ "' v "m-1 r M t~l/~ This is clearly bounded by ~z-.i=0 ~ J . to be maxt= 1 (~i=0 [z-4=a l~J=l J / 9 r -'s' If, 112"~1]2 For a polynomial 
over Z, g'(y) = ~ '=o gJYd this norm specializes to Ilg'(~)l12 = (~_-'0 Ig~l~) x ' ,  where I" I is the ordinary 
absolute value for integers. 
We will use the following notation: Use the definitions from the beginning of Section 2. Let s = 
max(deg(/), deg(g)) and let d hound the absolute value of the integer coefficients in both f ( z )  and g(z) 
when written as polynomials over Z[y]/(r(y)) as required by the algorithm of Section 2. Let m = deg(r) 
as before and let d = max~n=0 IPi I. 
We first give a bound of the absolute value of the integer coefficients in the the algebraic number 
coefficients of the gad of (x )  and g(z), h(z).  Weinherger and Rothschild (1976) derived such a bound 
that was later improved by Lenstra (1982) and Landau (t985), The formula is adjusted for the particular 
leading coefficients obtained from Lamina 2.1. Landau used the fact that A in c = gcd(a,b)A can be 
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replaced by the largest positive integer 8 such that 62 [A but we have not used this in our actual 
implementation f the algorithm. 4 
Propos i t ion  4.1 I, Ye use the nol.ation from above. Then by Lemma $.1 71he 9ed o f f (x )  and g(~) over 
Q(ce) has an associale h(a) E Z[~][z] wi~h leading eoefficienl c = gcd(a,b)A. More precisely h(x) can 
V~m-1 h" "~J be written h(x) = ~=o htzi, where hi E Z[a]~ and hi = z_,j=0 u  , where hli E Z. Then Ihljl < K~, 
where 
I{~ --- 2kA 1/2 min(llY(z)ll~, I Ig(z)l l~)~(m- 1)c'-~)/~II,(y)IIT -~ < 2"+z'~+lsdmS"~+2d4m. 
Proof. Lens~ra proves Ih;~l _< K~ in section 4. We show the inequality to ~he right. By Mignot~e 
(1982) flail < 1 + d. Hence max(llf(z)ll=,llg(x)[12) < (s + 1)drnmax(1,ll~ll) -~-1 < (s + Z)dm(1 + 
d) m-1 <. 2m+lsdmd rn. By the bound of Hadamard (Mignotte 1982) discr(r) _< 2~"ms'"d ~'. Furthermore 
IIr(y)l[2 < 2rod. To complete the proof we form the produc~ and use k < s. [] 
In 2.4 it is shown that p is lucky if it does not divide the integer R1 = I res(r(Y), ps%(f, g))[. We now 
bound/~1. 
Propos i t ion  4.2 Let Rt = [res(r(y),psc k (f, g))[. Then R.t < {2m+Zsdmdm} ~''n. 
Proof. Loos (19825) shows that res(r(y), psck(f,#)) = Na(psc~(f,g)). The norm N~(fl) of/~ e Q(a) is 
the product of the conjugates of fl, (N~(fl) e Z if 13 6 Z[~]) Thus N(pse~(f, g)) _< (llf(z)ll~llg(~)ll~)  
using tIadamards bound again. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1 max(llf(~)ll=, IIg(~)I1~) < 2 m+lsdm~'m 
and the conclusion follows, n 
4 In fact thls can be improved even further by replacing A with the defect of c~. The defect is however dlfficu]t ~o
determine ingeneral. 
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5 Comput ing  T ime Ana lys i s  
In this section we analyze the worst case complexity of the algorithm of section 2, with the first im- 
provement only. In the final paragraph of this section we also give an analysis of an algorithm with both 
refinements, but here we assume that no unlucky event occurs. We use classical arithmetic throughout 
the section. 
For the worst case analysis we wfll thus not have to consider the cost of the division over Q(~) per- 
formed when two consecutive r sults are equal as described in section 3. Instead we use the termination 
test ~r < 2K from step 5 from sectiou 2. We reconmaend that a practical implementation uses the second 
refinement, since e• indicates that we in an average case do not have to use by far as many 
primes as we would have to if we had used the bound K.  
As described in step 2 of the algorithm the selection of primes is made by choosing the primes 
from a precomputed list. If the list is exhausted, the algorithm fails. IL is reasonable to precompute 
primes that fit into one machine-word on the computer being used. Then the modular arithmetic mod 
p can be performed in constant ime. Let fl denote the maximum integer ~hat can be stored in a 
computer word, We will in the following ~sume that all Pi are selected from the range fl/2 < p~ < fl,~ 
We will consider the question of how many primes are used by the algorithm. The number of such 
primes in the above interval is clearly bounded by log#/~(K). Using Proposition 4.1 we obtain that 
KI < 2"+a'~+~'edmSm+2d 4~ an  by Proposition 4.2 we also bound R1 by RI < (2m+ladrndm) 2ms, We 
have that logp/2(2"+sm+lsdrnbm+2d 4"~) is O(s + log(d) + mlog(md)). Also log~/~((2"~+tsdmdY~) 2m') is
O(smlog(ds~)). We conclude that the rtumber of primes required to exceed I( is O(smlog(dsd'~)). 
Now consider our fir~ refinement ~o the a]gorlthm. The number of primes for which the computation 
can fail is similarly O(s~mlog(dsd"~)) by Lemma 3,1 and Proposition 4.2, since the bound for/i:1 bounds 
STiffs assumption sets an upper limit on the possible input size of the god problem. By using the theory in Rosser & 
Schoenfeld (:1962) we can extertd the analysis to be truly asymptotloaL This would however not reflecg out" implementation 
of ~he algorithm. 
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res(r(y),lse~(f,g)) for all i. By the separation of tlle computation of modular images and application 
of the Chinese l~emainder Algorithm, we only have to lift O(sm log(dsdm)) different modular images 
however. We are now ready to state the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 5.1 Consider a version of the algorithm of Section ~, which is implemented using o ly the 
first refinement from Section 3. Assume that all primes used by the algorithm are in a fixed range ill2 
and fl and that the number of such primes i  suJfieient for the computation. Then the gcd can be computed 
in O ( sCm 31og2 ( dsd"*) ) word operations. 
Proof. We consider the complexity of each major step in the algorithm. We compute the image of f($) 
and g(:~) in R in s~ep 2 The polynomials are of degree O(s) and have maximum integer coefficients of 
size O(log(d)) and O(m) such integer occurs in each coefficient. Thus one modular image computation 
requires O(mslog(d)) word operations. The computation of agcd over/~ in step 3 costs O(m2s 2) word 
operations. In step 6 we lift h~(z), 1 _< i <: n to h(z) using the Chinese Remainder Algorithm. This 
requires O(ms log2(K)) i.e., O(s3m 3 log 2(dsdm)), We use O(log(Ir primes, lifting integers modulo pl 
to integers of size O(log(K)). There are O(ms) such modular numbers to be lifted in the gcd. The 
number of times a modular gcd computation might fail by hitting zero-divisors i O(s2m log(dsdrn)) so 
the possible cost of all failing computations is O(s4m 3 log(ds~)) since one modular gcd costs O(m~s2). 
Thus a total bound for the algorithm is O(sam3log2(dsdrn)). D 
We note that this bound is better than the one presented in Landau (1985) for a $ubresultant Eemainder 
Sequence over Q(o~). It is also better than the bound presented in Rubald (1974) for his subresultant 
algorithm. Landau's bound is O(s 7) and Rubald's bound is O(s s) in the maximum degree of f(~) and 
g(~). 
One empirical observation s that if primes are selected from the range fl/2 < Pt < fl ~.g. where 
-- 229, the primes are almost never unlucky, and also computations almost never fail a~ described 
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in Section 3. We apply this observation to obtain a computing time bound which is more similar 
to the actual computing time. We thus assume that no prime is unlucky and that no failure during 
computation of the modular remainder sequences occurs. We also assume that both refinements are 
implemented and that the division test of the second refinement succeeds the first time it is applied, 
and thus that only two divisions are performed. Then the number of primes used is O(logp/2(K1)) or 
O(s -~ log(d) 4- mlog(rnd)) since this is the number of primes required to reconstruct the worst case size 
of ~he integer coefficients in the gcd. The cost of computing the modular remainder sequences becomes 
O(s2m2(s + log(d) -t- rnlog(md))) and the cost of lifting becomes O(sm(s -b log(d) + m log(rod))2). For 
the estimation of the cost of the two divisions we use the assumption that all primes are lucky and thus 
that the division test will produce an exact quotient. In this case the cost of the division test is of the 
same order as the cost of computing the product of the exact quotient and the denominator. We note 
that the integers in the cofactors of the gcd (i.e., the exact quotient) must also be bounded by the factor 
bound K1. The cost of multiplying two elements in Z[~] represented by integers bounded by e in absolute 
value is O(m~(log(d)log(ed rn) ~- log2(e))). If we insert log(e) = O(s + log(d) 8- rnlog(md)) the cost of 
multiplying becomes O(m2(s + log(d) 4- mlog(md~))). We have to perform O(s 2) such multiplications, 
and then add O(s) groups of O(s) such results. The addition cost can be ignored however. We now 
see that the cost of the division test is of the same order as the lifting cost. Thus the total cost in the 
present case is 
o(s~m~(s + log(d) + mlog(,~d3) + sin(log(d) +.~log(md))~). 
We claim that this is a resonable stimate of the computing time of an algorithm with both refinements, 
however certainly no worst case computing time bound. 
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6 Empi r i ca l  Comput ing  T imes  
The refined algorithm of Section 3 has been implemented in AIDES using the SAC-2 library (see Collins 
1980). The refined version is clearly easier to implement since we do not have to use the polynomial 
version of ~he Chinese tLemainder Algorithm to lift the images of h*(~) in /~j[~], 1 _< j ~ ~ to /~, a~ 
described in step 3 of the algorithm description ofSection 2. 
When we use the refined algorithm we compute polynomial remainder sequences in/~[x] hoping that 
we will not hit a leading coefficient which is a zero-divisor. If we hit a zero-divisor we fail and a new prime 
is selected. We thus need routines for computing in~ and in ~[x]. We have implemented a package that 
performs these tasks in ALDES. The package handles the case of hitting zero-divisors by returning failure 
values. 
The performance of the refined version of the algorithm has been tested on a large number of mr~domly 
generated polynomials. Its performance has been compared to the algorithm originally available with 
the SAC-2 library. That algorithm uses a monic Euclidean polynomial remainder sequence in Q(~z)[z]. 
The performance obtained is listed in the table bdow. The tests have been done in the spirit of Rubald 
(i974), i.e., in the following way: We generate hree random polynomials h, ] and ~ over Z[a] wi~h h 
of degree A/and ] and ~ of degree A/I. All three polynonaia]s have integers with/C decimal digits in the 
coefficients. We then form the input o the gcd algorithm: f = h /and  g = h~.We are thus able to control 
the degree of the gcd h with high probability. After the gcd has been computed we can easily check that 
and 9 have no factors in common. In the table below the timings for both the modular and non-modular 
algorithm is shown in seconds. The timings were obtained by calculating the mean of 10 consecutive 
runs with the same input sizes, but with different randomly generated integers in the coefficients. The 
rows contain timings for Af = 0, ~, 4, 6 and the columns contain timings for .h4 = 9, 4~ 6, 8: 10. Each row 
has three sub-rows here hT, = 5,10, 15. The figure on the left side of each column is the time for the 
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modular algorithm, and to the right there is the timing for the non-modular lgorithm. We note that the 
performance of the modular algorithm is significantly better than that of the non-modular lgorithm. 
The algebraic number field in 
)r 
5 
0 10 
15 
5 
2 10 
15 
5 
4 10 
15 
5' 
6 10 
15 
The timings were obtained on 
which the calculations were done is Q(i) i.e., r(y) = y2 + 1. 
2 4 6 8 10 
0.3 "0.6 0.6 3.7 1.2 f5 1.6 39 1.9 03 
0.6 1,3 0.9 10 1.4 43 2.2 120 2.7 250 
0.8 2.0 1.2 17 2.2 73 2.9 210 3.5 500 
1.5 "1.4 2.8 8.2 4.0 27 6.1 71 8.1 160 
2.4 3.8 3.7 24 5.7 87 7.6 200 9.7 440 
2.9 6.8 4_5 43 6.9 150 8~9 410 12 890 
2.3 2.6 4.0 14 6.4 43 8.0 109 10 220 
3.5 5.8 5.8 35 8.1 122 11 290 13 329 
4.6 10 7.1 62 10 217 14 540 I6 1100 
3.3 3.1 5.7 "17 8.0 56 11 123 13 220 
4.7 8.6 7,5 46 i0 150 14 863 17 747 
6,5 14 10 87 13 280 17 721 22 1400 
a sun3/7S workstation~ running version 3.0 of the sun 0S, using the f77 
compiler without optimization. We also tested the algorithm with an extension of higher degree, We let 
a 6 C be a root of the polynomial r(y) = y~ - y + 1 over Q, The test was performed using the same 
strategy as in the previous example but only wi~h A t = 0, 2, Ad = 2, 4, 6, 8 and ~ = 5,10. 
N ~\AA 2 4 6 8 
0 5 5.8 22 8,9 180 13 790 16 2300 
10 13 55 19 530 24 2200 32 - 
5 14 48 23 370 3i 1300 43 3700 
10 30 140 46 i000 64 4000 84 - 
Addi~i<mal ~xpe6mert~ ind i~e that th~ petfo~m~a~e ~dvma~ge is even be~ge~ for ~he modulaz a[$orlthm 
when r(y) has higher degree or larger coefficient size. 
Some tests has been made to determine the improvement on the cylindrical algebraic decomposition 
(cad) algorithm (Collins 1975, ~nd Amen r aL 1984) using oar modular god algorithm, In the c~d 
method the gcd algorithm is required to make polynomials over algebraic number fields square-free. 
A few example runs have been tested using the SAC-2 implementation f the cad algorithm. The 
tests have not been done as systematically as above. They however indicate that we get a substantial 
performance increase when the modular algorithm is used. It was pointed out by McCallum (1985) that 
the calculations of ged's of polynomials over algebraic number fields often require a mQor pa~t of t, lxe 
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execution time of the whole cad algorithm, thus an improvement of the gcd algorithm would improve 
the performance of the whole algorithm significantly. This observation has been confirmed by our tests. 
We are grateful to George Collins and Erich Kaltofen for poln~ing to ~-he work of Welnberger and Roti~schild. George Collins 
also corrected our description of the Rubald algorithm, and helpfully provided advice for the implementation. Thanks to 
Joachim von zur Gathen for suggesting the first ret=inement, to our algorithm presented in Section 3. Lars Langemyr is 
grateful to Prof. Derek Corneil for iavitivg h im to UrHversity of Toronto the spring 1986 and to the computer algebra group 
at  University of Bath for discussing a draft of  the manuscript,  
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